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Armada Labs has completed technical integration with WorldPay, 

now ready for deployment globally 

Armada Labs has just finished licensing, customizing and installing payments processing solutions 

provided by our technology partner, WorldPay upon the agreement signed in a previous year. For almost 

10 months Armada Labs has been working hand in hand together with WorldPay, seeking to create simple 

integrations that can make traditional payment and other related activities easier to accomplish. 

Today Armada Labs announces our improvements of cross-border payments experiences, strong 

enough to knock down the obstacles to help businesses streamline FinTech commerce across the globe. We 

enable our clients to accept over 300 types of instant, seamless payments across 146 countries and 126 

currencies. There is no need to worry about banks transfer delays or hefty commission, with in-build 

WorldPay data-driven solutions, our FinTech software works as their passport to international payments 

acceptance. 

Nick Varnitski, the Co-Founder and CEO for Armada Labs, says, “FinTechs are longing for custom 

currency payments so they can reach their customers anywhere worldwide. Armada Labs caters to their 

needs for reliable and secure cross-border payments products, so we partnered WorldPay whose excellent 

reputation and high-quality services allow us to consistently exceed our customers' expectations. Today 

Armada Labs provides them with more payments options and simplifies the process for the client to their 

customers.” 

About Armada Labs  

Armada Labs is the leading software developer that harnesses roughly 20 years of industry 

experience to render high-level IT consulting services to FinTech companies. Headquarters is in Naples, 

Florida but the heart of the company is in Minsk, Belarus where Armada Labs is listed among Top 15 IT 

outsourcing companies, according to The Manifest.com 

Our data-driven and consumer-centric offerings are constantly adjusting to the hottest cognitive 

technology breakthroughs. We’ve been successfully developing cloud computing software wrapped up with 

AI-trained credit scoring systems and ML underwriting algorithms that receive positive feedback from large 

industry players, including Experian, West Creek Financial, Rivo Holdings, BFS Capital and CreditorRapid 

and Fortune 100 companies alike. 

About Armada Labs and WorldPay 

Armada Labs has partnered Worldpay, seeking to build insanely great payment processing products 

that do jobs that customers and society need while creating massive value for all stakeholders. 


